You've seen the movie now read the book... Slumdog Millionaire was nominated for ten Academy Awards in 2009 and won eight – the most for any film in the 81st Academy Awards. The surprise success of Slumdog Millionaire, which could win the Oscar for best picture not only draws attention to the rich film culture of India, but also inspired a whole new generation of independent filmmakers. The film gives a shot of urban Indian slum life, and the storyline features a cast of unknown actors. Slumdog Millionaire is the rags to riches fairytale that defied conventional conventions.

**Five Key Facts about Slumdog Millionaire**

1. **Five key facts about slumdog millionaire times of india**
   - Following are five key facts about slumdog millionaire: The rags to riches romance set in India that bagged eight Oscar awards at the 81st Academy Awards. Slumdog Millionaire is a rags to riches love story.

2. **Slumdog Millionaire Adaptations and Resources**
   - Slumdog Millionaire is the rags to riches fairytale that defied conventional conventions. The film gives a shot of urban Indian slum life, and the storyline features a cast of unknown actors. Slumdog Millionaire is the rags to riches fairytale that defied conventional conventions.

3. **Slumdog Millionaire Movie Review Considering That Over 250 Mn in India Still Live Below Poverty Line**
   - Slumdog Millionaire arrived in theaters and chances are you've still got jai ho stuck in your head. But even if you haven't, you should still see the movie. The film gives a shot of urban Indian slum life, and the storyline features a cast of unknown actors. Slumdog Millionaire is the rags to riches fairytale that defied conventional conventions.

4. **Intermediate Macmillan Readers Part 2**
   - Slumdog Millionaire is a rags to riches love story. The film gives a shot of urban Indian slum life, and the storyline features a cast of unknown actors. Slumdog Millionaire is the rags to riches fairytale that defied conventional conventions.

5. **Complete List of Every Best Picture Oscar Winner Ever**
   - A full list of best picture winning films from the Academy Awards look back on every Oscar best picture winner since 1928. Slumdog Millionaire was nominated for ten Academy Awards in 2009 and won eight – the most for any film in the 81st Academy Awards. The surprise success of Slumdog Millionaire, which could win the Oscar for best picture not only draws attention to the rich film culture of India, but also inspired a whole new generation of independent filmmakers. The film gives a shot of urban Indian slum life, and the storyline features a cast of unknown actors. Slumdog Millionaire is the rags to riches fairytale that defied conventional conventions.
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